
➢ Do What’s Right – be a force for good, for our customers, 
shareholders, colleagues, industry, and communities.

➢ Be Relentlessly Curious – ask questions, listen to
understand, challenge the status quo, look for ways to say
YES, drive innovation, be opportunistic and disciplined.

➢ We’re Better Together– collaborate, be inclusive,
supportive, respectful, and humble, be a trusted partner internally
and externally.

➢ Be Transparent – in who you are, what you think, and how you
work, seek, and provide alternative points of view, be true to
yourself.

➢ Make A Difference –focus on impact, embrace
technology, leverage data and analytics as critical assets,
act intentionally to deliver on our mission.

Summer Intern 

The Role: Summer Intern
Internship Duration - 8 - 10 Weeks
At this point in your studies, you are making decisions about your future 
career and considering all kinds of information as well as listening to 
friends and role models, but there is nothing like your own experience to 
help shape your future career. An internship at Vantage not only offers an 
opportunity to build your skills and confidence, but also to work on 
projects that give you insight into who we are and what we do. The 8-
to-10-week summer intern program will allow the opportunity to work 
alongside specialists in a variety of departments ranging from 
Underwriting Operations, Finance, Risk Management and Marketing / 
Communications You will be a valued member of the team, with 
graduate level responsibility. You'll be assigned to projects to develop 
your understanding of what we do, and you'll build networks with your 
colleagues and peer groups. Whatever business area you choose, we 
are confident you'll find this experience a worthwhile investment and you 
will be surprised at the skills you'll develop and how much you will learn. 
Opportunity is at the heart of a career at Vantage and our Internship 
offers just that.

• Support select projects; demonstrate creative thinking and individual
initiative while working as a team member;

• Build solid relationships with team members;
• Proactively seek guidance, clarification and feedback.
• Demonstrate flexibility with task completion and prioritization,

communicating potential conflicts to business leaders.
• Be curious and try new things.
• Learn about how Vantage works as a business.
• Think broadly and ask questions about data, facts and other

information.
• Support research, analysis and problem solving using a variety of

tools and techniques.
• Produce high quality work which adheres to the relevant

professional / industry standards.
• Keep up-to-date with technical developments for your area of

specialism.
• Handle, manipulate and analyze data and information responsibly.
• Communicate confidently in a clear, concise and articulate manner -

verbally and in materials produced.
• Embrace different points of view and welcome opposing and

conflicting ideas.
• Uphold and champion our Vantage values.

• Leveraging creative problem-solving skills and prioritizing and
handling multiple tasks;

• Interacting and communicating with various levels of business
professionals, with an attention toward business-related
communications and grammar in both written and oral formats; and,

• Exhibiting abilities to self-motivate and take responsibility for
personal growth and development.

Knowledge/Skills
Demonstrates a proven desire to pursue a career in professional 
services, as well as some proven abilities and record of success in the 
following areas:

Vantage Values

Vantage Group Holdings Ltd. is an equal opportunity employer.  We 
value diversity and are committed to creating an inclusive environment 
for all employees.  

Interested Applicants are invited to the attention of:
Laura Jackson; IEP Ltd.
S.E. Pearman Building, 9 Par La Ville Road, 
Hamilton HM 11           
Email: laura@iep.bm
Office: +1 441 296-0497

Closing date for Applications: 

Minimum Requirements
• High School Diploma
• To be eligible for the Start Internship, students must be in their

sophomore or junior year of college, pursuing a Bachelor Degree.

About the Company
Vantage Group Holdings Ltd is a privately held, Bermuda registered 
company that provides specialty re/insurance through its wholly owned 
subsidiaries. Companies are operating in an increasingly uncertain world. 
Driven by relentless curiosity, our team of trusted experts provides a fresh 
perspective on our clients’ risks. Designed for the future, Vantage adds 
creativity to tech-enabled efficiency and robust analytics to address risks 
others avoid.

Summer Interns are expected to:

Responsibilities
As a member of the Vantage Summer Intern program you will work as part 
of a team of problem solvers, helping to solve a range of business issues 
from strategy to execution.
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